DOE Project #3

March ‘04
- Engage 4-H After School personnel in project
- Review DOE Materials for school-age audiences
- Determine feasibility of using 4-H After School for pilot
- Engage 4-H Task Force Participation
- Identify states for Pilot project

April ‘04
- Meet with NEED personnel to review materials
- Selection of Education modules for Pilot
- Determine training needs, dates, location, & costs

May ‘04
- Identification of specific sites for pilot
- Identify 4-H Educators to conduct pilot
- Secure facility for training

June ‘04
- Conduct training
- Secure feedback on training from 4-H educators
- Revise curriculum models, as needed

July ‘04
- Prepare “process evaluation”
- Do follow-up to training, as needed
- Process payments, as needed

August ‘04

September ‘04
- Confirm all sites have materials
- Begin Pilot September 20

October ‘04
- Evaluation of knowledge transfer
- Evaluation of using 4-H Program
- Do “thankyou”s, as needed

November ‘04
- Present evaluations on Nov. 1